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Abstract
We consider the problem of completing a partial real symmetric matrix so that its qua-
dratic from is positive (semi-)definite on a subspace, presented as the null space of a given
matrix. Under the appropriate definition of “partial positive definite” the classical result re-
garding chordal patterns is extended to this setting. However, unlike the classical setting, there
are differences between the positive semi-definite and positive definite completion problems.
© 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the paper, all matrices considered have real entries. A partial matrix
is an array with some entries specified and the other, unspecified, entries free to be
chosen from an arbitrary set S. Modifiers applied to the term “partial matrix” have
the meaning naturally suggested by their use relative to a conventional matrix. For
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example, a “partial symmetric matrix” is a square matrix that is symmetric to the
extent of its specified entries, i.e., the set S is the real field and if the i; j entry is
specified, then the j; i entry is also and the two are equal. A completion of a partial
matrix is the conventional matrix resulting from a particular choice of values for
the unspecified entries. Our interest here is in the completion of an n-by-n partial
symmetric matrix A so that its completion is positive (semi-)definite on a given,
proper nonempty subspace of Rn. That is, given a k-by-n matrix B, 1 6 k 6 n − 1,
we wish to know when A may be completed so that xTAx > 0 .xTAx > 0/ for all
x 2 Null.B/, the null space of B. Matrices positive definite on a subspace, pre-
sented as a null space, arise naturally in optimization, and such conditional positive
semi-definiteness also comes up in Euclidean distances matrices [5].
For an m-by-n matrix X, the submatrix lying in rows  (  M D 1f1; : : : ;mg/
and columns .  N D f1; : : : ; ng/ of X is denoted by XT; U. If m D n and  D
;XT; U is abbreviated XTU. For i 2 N , we let N−fig denote the complement of
fig in N. If A is an n-by-n symmetric matrix, B is k-by-n matrix, 1 6 k 6 n − 1;
and A is positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/, then a calculation shows that ATU
is necessarily positive (semi-)definite on BTK;U; in which K D f1; : : : ; kg. Thus,
analogous to the classical to the classical situation [3], we say that an n-by-n partial
symmetric matrix A is partial positive (semi-)definite on Null(B) if, whenever ATU
is fully specified, ATU is positive (semi-)definite on Null(BTK;U). This is the ob-
vious necessary condition for a positive (semi-)definite completion of A on Null.B/,
analogous to partial (semi-)definiteness in the classical case.
Our completion problem then is: given an n-by-n partial symmetric matrix A that
is partial positive (semi-)definite on the null space of the k-by-n matrix B, when can
A be completed to a matrix that is positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/? The necessary
graph-theoretic background for completion theory may be found in [3]. A graph is
chordal if every cycle of length > 4 has a chord. In the classical setting the following
“chordal theorem” was proved [3]. Here, as in the usual case, all diogonal entries are
assumed specified.
Theorem 1.1. Every partial positive .semi-/definite matrix with undirected graph
G has positive .semi-/definite completion if and only if G is chordal.
In the proof of sufficiency it was shown that each “one-variable” (i.e. exactly
one pair of unspecified entries) problem has a solution and that the general chordal
problem can be reduced to a sequence of one-variable problems. The latter can be
done using a “chordal ordering” of the edges missing from G, i.e., in any chordal
graph, the missing edges may be ordered so that their sequential addition results in
a sequence of chordal graphs. The addition of each such edge completes exactly one
new maximal clique (principal submatrix). Moreover, with this addition we are left
with a new positive (semi-)definite matrix with one more specified entry [3]. Since
the resulting graph is chordal, the process may be repeated until we reach a positive
(semi-)definite completion of the original partial matrix.
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Analogously, for the positive definite case of our problem, it is shown that, for
chordal patterns of the specified entries, there is a completion of A that is positive
definite on Null.B/ if A itself is partial positive definite on Null.B/. However, as
seen by the following example, there are matrices A, B such that A is partial positive
semi-definite on Null.B/ and the graph of the specified entries of A is chordal, yet A
has no completion that is positive semi-definite on Null.B/.
Example 1.2. Let the partial symmetric matrix
A D
2
41 2 z2 0 −1
z −1 1
3
5
in which z is unspecified, and let B = [1 0 1]. Then A is partial positive semi-definite
on Null.B/ and the graph of the specified entries of A is chordal. Also, Null.B/ is
spanned by the vectors T0 1 0UT and T−1 0 1UT. Therefore, let v D T−y x yUT be an
arbitrary vector in Null.B/. Then
vTAvD2y2 − 6xy − 2y2z
Dx y  0 −3−3 2 − 2z
 
x
y

:
Since the latter quadratic form is not positive semi-definite for any choice of z, no
completion of A is positive semi-definite on Null.B/.
For the positive semi-definite case of our problem we show that if A contains a
single pair of unspecified entries, then the rank structure of B and to some extent,
the specified data in A determine whether a completion that is positive semi-definite
on Null.B/ exists or not. In particular, it is shown that if B consists of a single row
of nonzero entries, then such a completion necessarily exists. This latter statement
implies the chordal result for the Euclidean distance matrix completion problem [1].
Conversely, it is shown that if a graph G is nonchordal, then there is a partial
symmetric matrix A, the graph of whose specified entries is G, and a matrix B such
that A is partial positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/, but A has no completion that is
positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/. Whether for each allowed B there is such an A
is an open problem.
2. Structure of the null space of B
We say that a basis of a subspace of Rn is appropriate if at most one vector in
the basis has leading entry nonzero and at most one vector in the basis has last entry
nonzero.
Let S be a subspace of Rn with basis fc1; c2; : : : ; cr g; 1 6 r 6 n. From the n-by-r
“basis” matrix C D Tc1; c2; : : : ; cr U and perform elementary column operations on C
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in order to obtain a new matrix D in which all entries of the first row are zero, except
possibly d11. Now, if all entries dnj ; 2 6 j 6 r , are zero, the columns of D form an
appropriate basis for S. If not, we can perform elementary column operations on D
to obtain a new matrix E in which all entries of the first row of E are zero, except
possibly e11, and all entries of the last row are zero, except possibly enr . We have
proved the following.
Proposition 2.1. Every subspace of Rn has an appropriate basis.
We say that an appropriate basis fc1; c2; : : : ; cr g; r > 2; is Type I if the basis
matrix C D Tc1; c2; : : : ; cr U has the form
C D
2
4c11 0 0C21 C22 C23
0 0 c33
3
5 (1)
in which c11 and c33 are scalars. If neither c11 nor c33 is zero; then we say the basis
is Type I nondegenerate. Otherwise; we say that basis is Type I degenerate. If the
basis matrix C has the form
C D
2
4c11 0 0C21 C22 C23
c31 0 0
3
5 (2)
in which c11 and c31 are nonzero scalars; then we say the basis is Type II. Observe
that the basis matrix in Example 1.2 is Type II.
Remark. In each of the preceding cases, the column(s) containing C22 are, of course,
vacuous if C has only two columns.
Assume that for a given k-by-n matrix B of rank k; 1 6 k 6 n − 1, the n-by-n ma-
trix A is partial positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/. There is an n-by-.n − k/ matrix
C of full column rank satisfying BC D 0, which we call the basis matrix for Null.B/.
Thus, Null.B/ = Col.C/, the column space of C. We will see that the completability
of A is dependent on the type and degeneracy of the appropriate basis matrix C.
Hence, it is natural to attempt to relate the various appropriate basis matrices C with
the matrix B.
Therefore, assume that B D .B11B12B13/ is k-by-n, 1 6 k 6 n − 2, with B11 and
B13 column vectors and that B has full row rank k. Hence, B12 is of rank k; k − 1,
or k − 2.
Case I. rank.B12/ D k: Since B12 is k-by-.n − 2/, nullity .B12/ D n − 2 − k and
there are column vectors C21 and C23 such that B11 D B12C21 and B13 D B12C23. If
k D n − 2, then nullity.B/ D n − k D 2 and since BC D 0, for
C D
2
4 −1 0C21 C23
0 −1
3
5 ;
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we see that Null.B/ = Col.C/. On the other hand, if k < n − 2, then nullity .B12/ D
n − 2 − k > 0, and there is an .n − 2/-by-.n − 2 − k/ matrix C22 of full column
rank such that B12C22 D 0. Hence, if
C D
2
4 −1 0 0C21 C22 C23
0 0 −1
3
5 ;
then BC D 0 and again Null.B/ = Col.C/. So we see that if rank.B12/ D k, then we
have a Type I nondegenerate basis for Null.B/.
Case II. rank .B12/ D k − 1: Then nullity .B12/ D .n − 2/ − .k − 1/ D n − k −
1 > 1 since n − k > 2. So, there is an .n − 2/-by-.n − k − 1/ matrix C22 of full
column rank such that B12C22 D 0. Exactly one of the following occurs.
(i) B11 lies in Col.B12/, but B13 does not. In this case, B11 D B12C21 for some
column vector C21 and so BC D 0 for
C D
2
4 −1 0C21 C22
0 0
3
5 :
Thus, Null.B/ = Col.C/ and we have a type I degenerate basis.
(ii) B13 lies in Col(B12), but B11 does not. In this case, B13 D B12C23 for some
column vector C23, and so, BC D 0 for
C D
2
4 0 0C22 C23
0 −1
3
5
and thus Null.B/ = Col.C/. Again we have a Type I degenerate basis.
(iii) Neither B11 nor B13 lies in Col.B12/. Then for some nonzero ; ; B11 C
B13 D B12C21 for C21 a column vector. If
C D
2
4− 0C21 C22
− 0
3
5 ;
then BC D 0 and so Null.B/ = Col.C/. In this case Null.B/ has a type II basis.
Notice that this case includes the case in which B11; B13 are linearly dependent
and do not lie in Col.B12/.
Case III. rank.B12/ D k − 2 V Necessarily 2 6 k 6 n − 2. Since nullity .B12/ D
.n − 2/ − .k − 2/ D n − k D nullity(B), there is an .n − 2/-by-.n − k/ matrix C22
of full column rank satisfying B12C22 D 0. Hence, BC D 0 for
C D
2
4 0C22
0
3
5 ;
and so, Null.B/ = Col.C/. In this case, we obtain a Type I degenerate basis for
Null.B/.
Table 1 summarizes the aforementioned cases.
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Table 1
Case Type of basis matrix C
(1) rank.B12/ D k Type I nondegenerate
(2) rank.B12/ D k − 1 and exactly one
of B11; B13 lies in Col.B12/ Type I degenerate
(3) rank.B12/ D k − 1 and neither B11
nor B13 lies in Col.B12/ Type II
(4) rank.B12/ D k − 2 Type I degenerate
In terms of the basis matrix the following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for an n-by-n partial matrix to be positive (semi-)definite on the null space
of a k-by-n matrix.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be an n-by-n symmetric matrix and B be a k-by-n matrix of rank
k and let the n-by-.n − k/ matrix C be a basis matrix for Null.B/. Then A is positive
.semi-/definite on Null.B/ if and only if CTAC is positve .semi-/definite.
Proof. The symmetric matrix A is positive definite on Null.B/ if and only if yTAy
> 0 for all y D Cx 2 Null.B/ which is equivalent to .Cx/TA.Cx/ D xT.CTAC/x
> 0 for all x 2 Rn−k . The latter, of course, simply means CTAC is positive definite.
The positive semi-definite case is analogous. 
3. The one-variable case
Let A be an n-by-n partial symmetric matrix with exactly one pair of unspecified
entries. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the unspecified entries z of A
lie in the 1, n and n, 1 positions, i.e., A has the form
A D
2
6666664
a11 a12    z
a21 a22    a2n
  
  
  
z an2    ann
3
7777775
: (3)
If B is n-by-k, 1 6 k 6 n − 1, and A is partial positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/,
we wish to determine when A has a completion that is positive (semi-)definite on
Null.B/.
First consider the case in which k D n − 1. Then the basis matrix C consists of a
single nonzero column, say .c1; c2; : : : ; cn/T and
CTAC D
nX
iD1
nX
jD1
ciaij cj D 2c1cnz C
X
.i; j/ =D.1; n/ or .n; 1/
ciaij cj D az C b:
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If a D 0, then CTAC > 0 .> 0/ if and only if b > 0 .> 0/ (a condition on the
data). So, in this case, either every completion works or no completion works. If
a =D 0, then CTAC > 0 .> 0/ if and only if az C b > 0 .> 0/, and so a completion
always exists. Henceforth, we shall assume that 1 6 rank.B/ 6 n − 2 (hence n > 3)
and consequently that C has two or more columns.
In what follows, let the (conventional) n-by-n symmetric matrix A have the part-
ioned form
A D
2
4a11 aT12 za12 A22 a23
z aT23 a33
3
5 (4)
in which z; a11, and a33 are scalars,
QA11 D

a11 a
T
12
a12 A22

(5)
and
QA22 D

A22 a23
aT23 a33

: (6)
We characterize the partial positive (semi-)definiteness of A on the null space of k-by-
n matrix B in terms of QA11; QA22; and submatrices of the corresponding appropriate
basis of Null.B/ with the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let the symmetric matrices A; QA11; and QA22 have the partitioned
forms .4/; .5/; and .6/; respectively; let B be a k-by-n real matrix of rank k and let
the n-by-.n − k/ matrix C be a basis matrix for Null.B/.
(i) Assume that the basis matrix C has the form
C D

C11 C12
0 c22

in which c22 is a nonzero scalar. Then QA11 is positive .semi-/definite on
Null(BTK;N − fngU/ if and only if CT11 QA11C11 is positive .semi-/definite.
(ii) Assume that the basis matrix C has the form
C D

c11 0
C21 C22

in which c11 is a nonzero scalar. Then QA22 is positive .semi-/definite on
Null(BTK;N − f1gU/ if and only if CT22 QA22C22 is positive .semi-/definite.
Proof. To prove (i), suppose that B D .B11 B12/ in which B11 D BTK;N − fngU.
Then, BC D .B11C11 B11C12 C B12c22/ D .0 0/ so that Null.B11/  Col.C11/. But
nullity.B11/ > n − k − 1 D rank.C11/. Thus, Null.B11/ = Col.C11/, i.e., C11 is a
basis matrix for Null.B11/. Hence (i) follows from Lemma 2.2. The proof of (ii) is
similar. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let the symmetric matrices A; QA11; and QA22 have the partitioned
forms .4/; .5/; and .6/; respectively; let B be a k-by-n matrix of rank k and let the
n-by-.n − k/ matrix C be a basis matrix for Null.B/. Assume that the basis matrix
C is type I nondegenerate; say C has the form .1/ in which c11 and c33 are nonzero
scalars and let
QC11 D

c11 0
C21 C22

(7)
and
QC22 D

C22 C23
0 c33

: (8)
Then
(i) QA11 is positive .semi-/definite on Null(BTK;N − fngU/ if and only if QCT11 QA11 QC11
is positive .semi-/definite and
(ii) QA22 is positive .semi-/definite on Null(BTK;N − f1gU/ if and only if QCT22 QA22 QC22
is positive .semi-/definite.
Proof. Just apply Lemma 3.1. 
In the case of a single pair of unspecified entries, our problem always has a solu-
tion provided that the basis matrix is type I.
Theorem 3.3. Let the partial symmetric matrix A have the partitioned form .1/ with
its only unspecified entries given by z; let QA11 and QA22 be defined by .5/ and .6/;
respectively; and let B be a k-by-n matrix of rank k. If the columns of the basis matrix
C form a type I nondegenerate basis for Null.B/; QA11 is positive .semi-/definite on
Null(BTK;N − fngU/ and QA22 is positive .semi-/definite on Null(BTK;N − f1gU/;
then A has a symmetric completion that is positive .semi-/definite on Null.B/.
Proof. We prove the positive definite case. Assume that the hypothesis holds and let
C; QC11 and QC22 be given by (1), (7), and (8), respectively, in which both c11 and c33
are nonzero scalars. By Lemma 3.2, QCT11 QA11 QC11 and QCT22 QA22 QC22 are positive definite.
Since
CTAC D
 QCT11A11 QC11  

D
 
 QCT22 QA22 QC22

;
we see that CTAC is partial positive definite with the only unspecified entries being
linear forms in z lying in the 1; n − k and n − k; 1 positions. Therefore the graph
of the partial positive definite matrix CTAC is chordal and hence has a positive
definite completion by Theorem 1.1. This, in turn, implies that A has a completion
that is positive definite on Null.B/ by Lemma 2.2. The positive semi-definite case is
analogous. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let the partial symmetric matrix A have the partitioned form .4/ with
its only unspecified entries given by z; let QA11 and QA22 be defined by .5/ and .6/;
respectively; and let B be a k-by-n matrix of rank k. If the columns of the basis matrix
C form a type I degenerate basis for Null.B/; QA11 is positive .semi-/definite on
Null(BTK;N − fngU) and QA22 is positive .semi-/definite on Null(BTK;N − f1gU;)
then any symmetric completion of A is positive .semi-/definite on Null.B/.
Proof. We prove the positive definite case. Assume that the hypothesis holds and
without loss of generality, assume that the basis matrix C has the form
C D
2
4 0 0 0C21 C22 C23
0 0 c33
3
5
in which c11 D 0 and c33 are scalars and the middle n-by-.n − k − 2/ column may
be vacuous. Since C has full column rank,
eC D C21 C22 C230 0 c33

also has full column rank n − k and each of its columns lies in Null(BTK;N − f1gU).
Since BTK;N − f1gU is k-by-.n − 1/, rank.BTK;N − f1gU/ 6 .n − 1/ − .n − k/ D
k − 1. But rank.BTK;N − f1gU/ > k − 1 since rank.B/ D k. Thus rank.BTK;N −
f1gU/ D k − 1 and hence the columns of QC form a basis for Null(BTK;N − f1gU).
Now A is positive definite on Null.B/ if and only if QCT QA22 QC D CTAC is positive
definite if and only if QA22 is positive definite on Null(BTK;N − f1gU). Since the
latter equivalence follows by assumption, we see that any symmetric completion of
A is positive definite on Null.B/. The positive semi-definite case is analogous. 
In the positive definite case, with a single pair of unspecified entries, our problem
also has a solution when the basis is type II (and hence, in view of Theorems 3.3 and
3.4, always has a solution), as seen by our next result.
Theorem 3.5. Let the partial symmetric matrix A have the partitioned form .4/
with its only unspecified entries given by z; let QA11 and QA22 be defined by .5/ and
.6/; respectively; and let B be a k-by-n matrix of rank k. If the columns of the basis
matrix C form a type II degenerate basis for Null.B/; QA11 is positive definite on
Null(BTK;N − fngU) and QA22 is positive definite on Null(BTK;N − f1gU/; then A
has a symmetric completion that is positive definite on Null.B/.
Proof. Assume that the hypothesis holds with C having the form
C D
2
4c11 0C21 C22
c31 0
3
5 D c11 0OC21 OC22

in which c11 and c31 are nonzero scalars. Then
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CTAC D

L.z/ wT
w CT22A22C22

in which L.z/ is a nondegenerate linear form in z (the coefficient of z is 2c11c31 =D 0),
w D CT22.c11a12 C A22C21 C c31a23/, and OCT22 QA22 OC22 D CT22A22C22 is positive def-
inite. The latter statement follows fom Lemma 3.1(ii) applied to positive definite
matrices. Therefore, since L.z/ is the right kind of linear form, we can complete A
to a symmetric matrix that is positive definite on Null.B/. 
Example 1.2 showed that we cannot always expect a solution in the positive semi-
definite case if the basis matrix is type II. However, we are able to give necessary and
sufficient conditions for a solution to exist in the case of a single pair of unspecified
entries. We first need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let
A D

A11 a12
aT12 z

be a partial positive semi-definite matrix in which z is the only unspecified entry.
Then A has a positive semi-definite completion if and only if a12 2 Col.A11/.
Proof. Let
A D

A11 a12
aT12 z

be a partial positive semi-definite matrix in which z is the only unspecified en-
try. Let A11 D LLT be the Cholesky factorization of A11 and suppose that a12 2
Col.A11/ D Col.L/, say Ly D a12. Then
L 0
yT x

D

LT y
0 x

D

LLT Ly
yTLT x2 C yTy

D

A11 a12
aT12 z

:
Since x2 C yTy D z; x2 D z − yTy > 0 for z > yTy, i.e., z may be chosen so that A
is positive semi-definite. The converse was shown in [4]. 
Our result for the positive semi-definite case follows.
Theorem 3.7. Let the partial symmetric matrix A have the partitioned form .4/
with its only unspecified entries given by z; let QA11 and QA22 be defined by .5/
and .6/; respectively; and let B be a k-by-n matrix of rank k. If the columns of
the basis matrix C form a type II basis for Null.B/; QA11 is positive semi-definite
on Null(BTK;N − fngU/ and QA22 is positive semi-definite on Null(BTK;N − f1gU/;
then A has a symmetric completion that is positive semi-definite on Null.B/ if and
only if w D CT22.c11a12 C A22C21 C c31a23/ lies in Col.CT22A22C22/.
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Proof. Since L.z/ is a nondegenerate linear form, by applying Lemma 3.6 to
the proof given for Theorem 3.5, we see that CTAC can be completed to a positive
semi-definite matrix if and only if w D CT22.c11a12 C A22C21 C c31a23/ lies in
Col.CT22A22C22/. 
Remark. In case B is 1-by-n, C22 is an .n − 2/-by-.n − 2/ nonsingular matrix and
thus the condition for completability becomes c11a12 C c31a23 2 Col.A22/.
4. The chordal case
Our main result is the following “chordal” theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a partial symmetric matrix with a chordal graph and assume
that A is partial positive definite on Null.B/; in which B is k-by-n; 1 6 k 6 n − 2:
Then A has a symmetric completion that is positive definite on Null.B/.
Proof. Construct a chordal ordering of the missing edges of the chordal graph as
in [3]. At each step in the completion process defined by this chordal ordering, we
encounter a single variable completion problem. In each of these single variable
problems the corresponding principal submatrix ATU is completable to a symmetric
matrix A0 which is positive definite on Null.BTK; U/ by Theorems 3.3, 3.4, or 3.5.
Thus, this process results in a completion of A that is positive definite on Null.B/.

In certain cases though, partial matrices whose specified entries form a bi-direc-
tional cycle (undirected cycle) can be completed. Thus completability is possible
without chordality (again unlike the classical case).
Proposition 4.2. Let A be an n-by-n partial matrix whose specified entries consist of
the main diagonal and the entries corresponding to a bi-directional cycle and assume
that A is partial positive .semi-/definite on the null space of the .n − 1/-by-n matrix
B. Then A can be completed to a symmetric matrix which is positive .semi-/definite
on Null.B/.
Proof. Suppose that A is positive definite on Null.B/. The basis matrix C consists of
a single nonzero vector. If C has exactly one nonzero entry ci , then CTACDaiic2i >0
by assumption and hence any symmetric completion works. Otherwise C has two or
more nonzero entries so that CTAC is a linear form in the unknowns xij for which
ci; cj are nonzero. Hence, the unknowns may be chosen so that CTAC > 0, i.e., so
that the corresponding completion of A is positive definite on Null.B/. The positive
semi-definite case is analogous. 
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We have the following converse to Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. If G is a nonchordal graph; then there exists a partial symmetric
matrix A; the graph of whose specified entries is G; and a matrix B such that A is
partial positive .semi-/definite on Null.B/; but A has no symmetric completion that
is positive .semi-/definite on Null.B/.
Proof. First we prove the positive semi-definite case. Let C0 be a simply cycle
of G of length m; m > 4. Without loss of generality, assume the vertices of C0
are f1; 2; : : : ;mg and let B D eT in which e denotes the column vector consisting
entirely of ones. Define A as follows: let a1m D am1 D −1; let ai; iC1 D aiC1;i D 1,
1 6 i 6 m − 1I let ai i D 1; 1 6 i 6 n; and let all other specified entries of A equal
0. Notice that A is partial positive semi-definite on Null.B/ and that
Cn D
2
66666666664
1 0 : : : 0
−1 1 : :
0 −1 : :
: : : : : :
: : : 1 0
: : : : −1 1
0 : : : 0 −1
3
77777777775
(9)
is the basis matrix for B. Let Am denote the leading m-by-m principal submatrix of A.
If QAm is the m-by-m partial matrix that has ones on the sub-, super-, and main diago-
nals and unspecified entries elsewhere, it is easily checked (by inspecting CTm QAmCm)
that the only completion of QAm that is positive semi-definite on Null.BTK; MU/ is
Jm, the m-by-m matrix consisting entirely ones. Since Am differs from QAm only by
having zeros in the 1, m and m, 1 positions, Am has no completion that is positive
semi-definite on Null.BTK; MU/ D Col.Cm/ and hence A has no completion that is
positive semi-definite on Null.B/.
For the positive definite case, let " > 0 and A" D A C "l in which A is the partial
matrix defined in the first part of the proof. Thus, A is partial positive definite on
Null.B/. For " ‘small’, it is clear by the first part of the proof that the matrix A"
has no completion that is positive definite on Null.B/, i.e., for small positive ", each
unspecified entry of a symmetric completion of QAm C "l which is positive definite
on Null.BTK;MU/ must be completed with a value that is approximately one. Thus,
Am C "l, the leading m-by-m principal submatrix of A", has no symmetric com-
pletion that is positive definite on Null.BTK;MU/ and hence A has no symmetric
completion that is positive definite on Null.B/. 
Remark. Other than Proposition 4.2. (in which k D n − 1/, we know of no other
instances in which G is nonchordal, yet completability is ensured. On the other hand,
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given a nonchordal graph G, we know of no other choice for B except eT that ensures
we can find a partial matrix A that is partial positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/, but
has no completion that is positive (semi-)definite on Null.B/. So there is a question
as to how much the stated converse can be tightened up.
In view of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 we now have a complete chordal theorem for the
positive definite case.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a graph on n vertices. Then; G is chordal if and only if; for
every k-by-n matrix B; 1 6 k 6 n − 2; each partial matrix A with graph G that is
positive definite on Null.B/ has a positive definite completion on Null.B/.
For the positive semi-definite case we have a chordal result if B consists of a
single row of nonzero entries.
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a graph on n vertices and let B be a 1-by-n matrix with
all entries nonzero. Every partial matrix with graph G that is partial positive semi-
definite on Null.B/ has a completion that is positive semi-definite on Null.B/ if and
only if G is chordal.
Proof. By positive diagonal congurence it suffices to consider the case in which
B D eT. Necessity then follows from the proof of Theorem 4.3.
For sufficiency consider a chordal ordering of the missing edges of the chordal
graph as in [3]. At each step in the completion process defined by the chordal order-
ing the single variable completion problem encountered corresponds to a principal
submatrix ATU with exactly one pair of unspecified entries. Each such ATU is comp-
letable by Theorem 3.3, i.e., the corresponding basis matrix is type I nondegenerate
(and in fact, given by Cr in the proof of Theorem 4.3). Thus, the process results
in a completion of A that is positive semi-definite on Null.B/ which completes the
proof. 
We will now prove the chordal theorem for Euclidean distance matrices, the main
result of [1], as a corollary.
Definition 4.6. Let k k denote the Euclidean length on some Rk . For two points P
and Q, we use d.P;Q/ for kP − Qk. Then the n-by-n matrix D D .dij / is a Euclid-
ean distance matrix if there exist points P1; : : : ; Pn in Rk such that dij D d.Pi; Pj /2.
Definition 4.7. An n-by-n partial symmetric matrix A is partial Euclidean distance
matrix if
(i) aii D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n, and
(ii) every fully specified principal submatrix of A is itself a Euclidean distance
matrix in some Rk .
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Corollary 4.8. Let G be a graph on n vertices. Every partial Euclidean distance
matrix; the graph of whose specified entries is G; has a Euclidean distance matrix
completion if and only if G is chordal.
Proof. It was shown in [5] that A is a Euclidean distance matrix if and only if A
is negative semi-definite on Null.eT/ or equivalently, if and only if – A is positive
semi-definite on Null.eT/. Thus, A is a partial Euclidean distance matrix if and only
if its diagonal entries are 0 and – A is partial positive semi-definite on Null.eT/. The
result then follows from Theorem 4.5. 
Closing remark. Observe that all the preceeding results, excluding those for
distance matrices, hold for the complex case in which A is “partial Hermitian” and
B has complex entries.
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